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Std: 9th  Social Science Bridge Course Academic Year 2022-23    Day: 1 

Reference: Std-8th    Subject: Geography    Lesson no.10. Field Visit 
****************** 

Learning Outcome  : 

8.73G.26 Plans field trip. 
8.73G.27 Prepares questionnaires for field visits. 
8.73G.28 Presents a report on the basis of information collected during field-
visit. 

Let's remember the first thing. 

1) How to prepare for field visit?  
2) What is the sample questionnaire used for? 
3) How to make sure that no damage is done by you during the field visit? 
4) What kind of tools would you take for a field visit? 

Activities: 

Find the distance between your village and your planned field trip with Google 
map. Try drawing all three types of maps on paper 

Essential Materials – 

            A copy of the questionnaire, a notebook, camera, pen, pencil etc. are an 
essential part of the kit. Class 8th and 9th text book of geography. 
 

Learning Experience / Activity:- 
Geographical field-visit 

Field visit is an important study method in geography. Geographical 
concepts and elements can be directly experienced through field-visits. Field-
visits are extremely useful for understanding the correlation between humans 
and environment. 
 
Preparations for field-visits:  
Before going to the field-visit, decide the place and the purpose of visit. The 
elements which will be observed in field-visit should be decided. Study the 
location map and the route map of the place to be visited. Distance, transport 
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route, means of transport and duration of field visit should be planned ahead. 
With the help of teachers, students should prepare a questionnaire. 
 
Selection of the study area  
Geographical field-visit is organized for study of various elements. e.g., 
physical landforms, river banks, dams, coastal areas, tourism sites, offices or 
museums related to geographical elements, villages, forest areas, etc. 
Elements should be selected after studying the local conditions and necessary 
permission letters have to be obtained. 
For a field visit, you should carry a notebook, specimen questionnaire, pen, 
pencil, scale, tape, compass, a bag for collecting samples, maps, camera, etc. 
 
Precautions to be taken during field-visit:  
It is very important to ensure safety of ourselves and others during a field-
visit. You should obey the instructions given by the teachers. You should not 
go to unknown remote places alone. During field-visit, you should try to 
understand the local circumstances by conversing with the local people. You 
should also ensure that you do not harm the environment in any way during 
your visit. You should always keep a first-aid box with you for emergency 
circumstances. 
 
Report-writing:  
A field-report should be written on the basis of information obtained after the 
visit is complete. Use the following points to write a report. Add photographs 
wherever necessary: 

1. Introduction    5. Population  
2. Location map and Route Map 6. Environmental problems and measures 
3. Physiography   7. Land Utilization 
4. Climate    8. Conclusions 

What did you understand by this activity? 
For more information scan the QR code 

 
****************** 
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Std: 9th  Social Science Bridge Course Academic Year 2022-23    Day: 2 

Reference: Std-8th    Subject: Geography    Lesson no.10. Field Visit 
****************** 

Find the answers to these questions. 
Q1: How will you manage waste garbage during field visits? 
Q2: What precautions will you take during the field visit? 
Q3: What sources will you use to collect the information? 
Q4: What kind of things will you observe and take the pictures of it, during 
field visit?  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------  
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
For More information:- 

1. For more information scan the QR code 
 

2. Use text book of Std. 8th geography, Chapter 10. Field visit. And solved 
exercise given in the Chapter. 

 
****************** 
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Std: 9th  Social Science Bridge Course Academic Year 2022-23    Day: 3 
Reference: Std-8th    Subject: Geography    Lesson no.2. Interior of the 

Earth 
****************** 

Learning Outcome  : 

08.73G.03 Explains the composition of the Interior of the earth 
with the help of diagrams, models, images etc. 
08.73G.22 Determines the scale on the basis of distance between 
two points on a map and on the ground 
08.73G.23 Explains various methods of map scales giving 
examples 

Let's remember the first thing! 

Answer the following QUENSTIONs with the help of given figure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q.1) What is the uppermost layer of the earth’s surface called? 

Q.2) What is the inner layer of the earth called? 

Q.3) Name the layer which is 2900 km deep. 

Q.4) What is the center of earthquake and volcanic eruption?   
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Activities: – Replicate the interior of the earth. 
 
Let's try -  Let us now perform the following procedure. 

Essential Materials 

Textbooks, Red, yellow and blue clay balls, etc., geography of class VIII to IX 

(Carry out the following activity by dividing the students into two groups. Use 
the pictures on the back  
  cover for reference.) 
1. Take clay balls of 3 colours- red, yellow and blue. (As available in the market) 
2. Make the red ball bigger. 
3. Roll out the yellow colour ball. You will get a flat roti-like structure. Place the 
red colour ball inside the yellow one like you fill puran in a puranpoli. Give it the 
shape of a sphere. 
4. Now roll out the blue ball and fill the yellow one in it as done earlier. Make a 
sphere out of this too. 
Show the continents in yellow on this sphere like a globe. Now your globe made 
from clay is ready. 
5. To see the interior of the earth, cut the sphere exactly in half. You can see 
various layers of colours inside like the layers of the earth’s interior. Name these 
layers. 
 

What did you learn by doing this activity? 

More information can be found here 

The following links are useful to get more information in this regard 

https://bit.ly/3QfINkr  

class VIII.9th Geography Semen Textbook Procedure 2. Quick Earthquakes in 
Internal Movements 

****************** 
 

https://bit.ly/3QfINkr
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Std: 9th  Social Science Bridge Course Academic Year 2022-23    Day: 4 
Reference: Std-8th    Subject: Geography    Lesson no.2. Interior of the 

Earth 
****************** 

 Next part of the yesterday’s activity. 

Find the answers to these questions. 

Q.1) In how many layers Mantle is divide? 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Q.2) Why there is a difference in the interior of the earth? 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Q.3) Why is the mantle become the epicentre of earthquake and volcanic 
eruptions? 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Q.4) What are the two parts of Core? 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Do more practice 

1. For more information scan the QR code 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Textbook-Geography of 8th solve the exercise of chapter 2 Interior of earth  

Make the model of volcanic eruption  

****************** 
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Std: 9th  Social Science Bridge Course Academic Year 2022-23    Day: 5 
Reference: Std-8th    Subject: Geography    Lesson no.3. Humidity and 

Clouds 
****************** 

Learning Outcome  : 

08.73G.04 Gives Information regarding the natural processes of 
evaporation and condensation 
08.73G.05 Explains clearly the factors affecting humidity 
08.73G.06 Identifies the cloud types and forecasts rainfall 
Q) Find out the answers of the question asked below. 

1) What will happen when water is heated? 
2) What will happen to water vapor when it touches to cooler lid? 
3) If you put ice cubes into a glass, what will happen to ice cubes after 

sometime? 
4) What will happen when the water vapours in the air come in the contact 

with the cold surface of the glass? 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------

****************** 
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Std: 9th  Social Science Bridge Course Academic Year 2022-23    Day: 6 
Reference: Std-8th    Subject: Geography    Lesson no.3. Humidity and 

Clouds 
****************** 

Activities – Create a chart of cloud types according to international 
classification  
Let's try - Now let's do the following 
Essential Materials - Cloud type shapes, tables etc. Geography of 8th and 
9th text book. 

NO. Types of Clouds Normal Height(in Meters) 
1 Cirrus 

7000 to 14000 2 Cirro Stratus 
3 Cirro Cumulus 
4 Alto – Stratus 

2000 to 7000 5 Alto – Cumulus 
6 Strato – Cumulus 
7 Stratus 

Less than 2000 8 Nimbostratus 
9 Cumulus 

The extend cloud be variable 10 Cumulonimbus 
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Clouds are formed at different altitudes in the atmosphere. After 
observation, we can divide these clouds into 3 main types on the basis of their 
altitude. The height from the base of the clouds is taken into consideration. If 
the clouds are at an altitude of 7000-14000m, then they are considered as 
very high clouds. If they are at an altitude of around 2000-7000m, then they 
are considered to be medium clouds. If they are at an altitude of less than 
2000m, then they are low clouds. 
 
High Clouds: 
These clouds are mainly made up of ice particles. They can be classified into 
cirrus, cirrocumulus and  
cirrostratus. Cirrus clouds are mainly wispy. Cirro-Cumulus clouds look like 
groups of small waves. Cirrostratus are like a bedsheet with wrinkles. They 
generally have a halo around them. 
Medium Clouds: 
These include alto-cumulus and altostratus. Alto-cumules are in the form of 
layers and have a wave-like structure. They are mostly white in colour and 
have a grey shade. Altostratus are not very thick. The sun can be seen through 
them as if seen through a milky glass. 
Low Clouds: 
These consist of five types of clouds. Strato-cumulus have layers. Their colour 
is white to earthy. Round clusters of clouds can be here. Stratus clouds also 
have layers. They are ash coloured and their base is uniform. Nimbo-stratus 
has thick layers. They are grey- -ash in colour and cause continuous rainfall 
and even snowfall. 
Cumulus Clouds:  
These clouds are formed extensively from 500 m to 6000 m altitude. The 
vertical flow of the air adds to the formation of these clouds. These are huge 
and dome-shaped. They are grey in colour. Cumulus clouds are an indicator of 
pleasant weather. The vertical expanse of these clouds increases so much that 
they turn into cumulonimbus clouds and bring rain. 
Cumulonimbus Clouds:  
These are characteristic clouds which are indicators of thunderstorm. These 
look like huge mountains. These are dense and dark in colour. There is thunder 
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accompanied by lightening. They bring rain with storm and may sometime 
bring hailstones. But such a type of rain does not last long. 
 

What did you learn by doing this activity? 

More information can be found here – 

The following links are useful to get more information 

https://bit.ly/39gjDBL 

In the book of Geography of Std 8, Ch.3.and 9th Geography Ch.5 

 
****************** 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://bit.ly/39gjDBL
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Std: 9th  Social Science Bridge Course Academic Year 2022-23    Day: 7 
Reference: Std-8th    Subject: Geography    Lesson no.5. Ocean currents 

****************** 
Learning Outcome  : 

08.73G.08 Discines marine deposits 
08.73G.09 Explains the reasons responsible for ocean currents 
08.73G.10 Explains the effect of ocean currents on human life with examples 

Remember the first thing! 

1. When does any material flow? 
2. What happens exactly when it flows? 
3. Which anomalies in the material is responsible for the initiation of the 

flow 
4. What are the major types of ocean currents. 

 
Activities - Replicate the seabed. 

Let's try - 
Now let's do the following. 
 

Materials Required - 
Large metal tray, spirits lamp, water, floating floats / colored cushions etc. 
(Note - This activity should be done by the students under the supervision of 
the teacher and emphasis on observation.) Etc., Class: 8th 
 and 9th Geography subject textbook 

Study experience / work - 
Place the metal tray on the stand and fill it with water. Once the water has 
stabilized a little, leave colored discs in it. Observe all these things. After a while, 
light a lamp in one corner of the tray and inspect it. See Figure 5.1. After the 
observation, discuss your opinion in the class, consider the following 
QUENSTIONs. What did you initially learn from observing the discs? What 
changes do you see in the water as the water temperature rises? See how the 
wheels are moving. What can be deduced from this? Where on earth would such 
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actions take place? What are such actions and what are their causes? (Note: In 
the experiment, although the heat was given with the help of a lamp, the actual 
temperature of the ocean water increases due to sunlight. Note this.) 
 
Got it? - (What did you understand or learn from this action?) 
 

More info here - 
The following links are useful to get more information in this regard- 

https://bit.ly/3zsFgt1 
 
Also in the textbook subject of class 8th geography subject: 5. Marine flow. 
9th Geography Textbook Chapter: 6. Properties of Ocean Water. 
 

****************** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://bit.ly/3zsFgt1
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Std: 9th  Social Science Bridge Course Academic Year 2022-23    Day: 8 
Reference: Std-8th    Subject: Geography    Lesson no.5. Ocean currents 

****************** 
Find the answers of given questions - 

1. Ocean currents give specific direction and speed to water? 
2. Deep sea currents flow very fast? 
3. The formation of surface ocean currents is generally in the equatorial 

region? 
4. Are Ocean currents of great importance to human beings? 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Let's practice more - 

1. For more information scan the QR code 
 
 
 
 

 
2. Chapter 8 in the textbook of geography subject: 5 Marine Stream Solve 

the exercise given in it. 
 

****************** 
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Std: 9th  Social Science Bridge Course Academic Year 2022-23    Day: 9 

Reference: Std-8th    Subject: Geography    Lesson no.1. Local time & 
Standard time 

****************** 
Learning Outcome  : 

08.73G.01 calculates the Standard Time and Local time with the 
help of longitudes on maps and globes 
08.73G.02 uses local time and standard time effectively with the 
help of longitudinal location correlating them 

 
Let's remember the first few things! 

1) What is the total number of lines drawn at a distance of 10 each on the 
world map? 

2) What is the effect of seeing the sun moving from east to west? 
3) How many lines pass through the sun every day during the rotation of 

the earth? 
4) What tools are used for measuring time nowadays? 

Activities – 
Find out exactly what the grandmother's watch is in Acharya Atre's poem 
'Grandmother's Clock'. Find this poem in the reference material on the Internet 
or in the library. 

Let's try - Now let's do the following. 
Materials Required - 

Map of the world, etc., 8th and 9th grade textbooks on geography 
 

Study experience / work - 
The local times of different lines can be found by referring to the time on the 
original line. Study the following examples. For example, the city of Mashhad in 
Iran is approximately 600 east of the city. When it's 12 noon in Greenwich, tell 
me the local time in the city of Mashhad. 
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Statement: Local time increases by 4 minutes on each line east of the original 
line. 
Differences between Greenwich and Mashad = 60०  
          Total time difference = 60 x 4  
   = 240 minutes 
   = 240 ÷ 60 minutes 

= 4 hours 
I mean, it must have been ...... at ...... in Mashad. 
E.g. 2 
The city of Manas in Brazil is located on the 600 west line. At 12 noon in 
Greenwich, get the local time in Manas. 
Sentence : --------------------- 
----------------------------- 
Differences between Greenwich and Manas=  
Total time difference =  x  

=  minutes 
= ÷ 60 minutes  
=  hours 

Since the city of Manos belongs to Greenwich ........ the local time of this place 
is .... hours ..... more than the time in Greenwich. So when Greenwich has noon 
At that time, it would have been ... 
Got it? - (What did you understand or learn from this action?) 

More info here - 
The following links are useful to get more information in this regard- 

https://bit.ly/39bmeN6   
Also in the textbook subject of class 8th geography subject: 1. Local time and 
standard time and 9th geography subject matter in the textbook: 7. 
International War Line. 

 
****************** 

 

https://bit.ly/39bmeN6
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Std: 9th  Social Science Bridge Course Academic Year 2022-23    Day: 10 

Reference: Std-8th    Subject: Geography    Lesson no.1. Local time & 
Standard time 

****************** 
Find the answers of given questions - 

1. World Standard Time is determined from which line? 
2. From which line is the standard time of India determined? 
3. What is the time difference between World Standard Time and India's 

Standard Time? 
4. What is the difference between global standard time and standard 

time on 1800 line? 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Let's practice more - 

1) Get information using the following link.  
 
 
 
 
 

2) Chapter of 8th Geography textbook: 1. Solve the exercise given in local 
time and standard time. 

3) Find the latitude and longitude of where you are with the help of GPS from 
Google or mobile. 

 
 

****************** 
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Std: 9th  Social Science Bridge Course Academic Year 2022-23    Day: 11 

Reference: Std-8th    Subject: Geography    Lesson no.8. Industries 
****************** 

Learning Outcome  : 

08.73G.17 Classifies various industries 
08.73G.18 Tells the importance of Industries 
08.73G.19 Explains the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
08.73G.20 Explains the factors affecting industrial development 
08.73G.21 Obtains information regarding industry-friendly 
policies 

Let's remember the first few things – 
Figure 8.1 lists two industry processes. Observe them. Following each figure 
Enter the order of the industries by writing the numbers in the box. Use two 
different colored pens for the two industries. Write the answers to the 
following questions.  
     

                  
 
 
 
 
 

 
1. Name these industries? 
2. What are the raw materials and finished goods in these industries? 
3. Where is the raw material converted into finished goods? 
4. Why is it necessary to convert raw materials into finished goods? 

Activities – 
If you have undertaken an activity under the social responsibility of the industry 
in your village or city, get the information and present it to the class. 
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Let's try - Now let's do the following. 

 
Materials Required - 

Pictures etc., Class: 8th and 9th Geography textbooks 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Study experience / work - 

             Observe the picture above. Make a list of the items you need. Write 
down who is using these items. Write down where you get your supplies from. 
Make a list of the industries from which these items are made. Mention where 
you are buying items from the list. What do you call the buying and selling of 
these? Write information about this. What does the shopkeeper who sells 
these goods take in exchange for the goods? Find out where these items came 
from and where they originate from, wherever you are buying them. Write it 
next to the names of the items in the list. Discuss in class about the 
information obtained. 
 
Got it? - (What did you understand or learn from this action?) 

More info here - 
The following links are useful to get more information in this regard- 

https://bit.ly/3MBFJfn   
 

****************** 
 

https://bit.ly/3MBFJfn
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Std: 9th  Social Science Bridge Course Academic Year 2022-23    Day: 12 

Reference: Std-8th    Subject: Geography    Lesson no.8. Industries 
****************** 

Find the answers of given questions - 
1. Why are small and medium enterprises in the country causing heavy 

industries? 
2. Industry in the country is an indicator of economic development of the 

country.? Explain? 
3. Considering the population of India, industry creation is a good 

solution to unemployment. Explain? 
4. What are the three characteristics of small scale industry? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------  
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------  
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Let's practice more - 

1) Get information using the following link.  
 
 
 
 

2) Class: 8th Geography subject textbook case: 8. Industry and 9th 
Geography subject textbook case: 8. Trade. 

3) Find the latitude and longitude of your village market with the help of GPS 
from Google or mobile. 

 
 
 
 
 

****************** 
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Std: 9th  Social Science Bridge Course Academic Year 2022-23    Day: 13 

Reference: Std-8th    Subject: Geography    Lesson no.6. Land use 
****************** 

Learning Outcome  : 

08.73G.13 Explains the importance of studying population 
(demography) 
08.73G.14 Explains the composition of population 
08.73G.15 Explains with reasons the factors affecting the quality 
of population 
08.73G.16 Explains the uneven distribution of population by 
reading world maps 
 

Let's remember the first few things – 
Observe the following figures & find the answers to these quenstions - 

 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1) What is the rural population according to the land subdivision in the 

picture? 
2) Who uses the land in Figure 10.2 (c) for what purpose? 

Activities – 
Make a planned visit to a metropolis near your village and find out what facilities 
and problems are found there with the help of teachers. 
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Let's try - 

Now let's do the following. 
 

Materials Required - 
Class: 8th and 9th Geography textbooks 

 
Study experience / work - 

             Plan your home. Show which direction the next arrangements are in this 
outline. Kitchen arrangements, bathrooms, courtyards, seating arrangements, 
sleeping arrangements, etc. When the plan is ready, discuss the following 
points. (A) What is the reason that we make room for everything in the house? 
(A) What will happen if the place of these arrangements is not fixed? 
 
Got it? - (What did you understand or learn from this action?) 

More info here - 
The following links are useful to get more information in this regard- 

 

https://bit.ly/39gkwu5   
 

****************** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://bit.ly/39gkwu5
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Std: 9th  Social Science Bridge Course Academic Year 2022-23    Day: 14 

Reference: Std-8th    Subject: Geography    Lesson no.6. Land use 
****************** 

Find the answers of given questions - 
1. Why is agriculture important in rural land subdivision? 
2. Explain the difference between rural and urban land subdivision? 
3. Why is public amenity area essential in urban areas? 
4. Why should most of the area in urban areas be used for residential 

work? 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Let's practice more - 
1) Get information using the following link. 

 
 
 
 
 

2) Class: 8th Geography subject textbook chapter: 6. Textbook chapter on 
land application and 9th geography subject: 10. Civilization. 

3) Find the latitude and longitude of your home using GPS from Google or 
mobile. 
 

****************** 

 


